Pathway Block

Block 1:
Block 2:

ICE-200 GOLDEN TOKEN
ICE-201 COQUELICOT FIRE
ICE-202 CORAL EMBLEM
ICE-203 APPLE POP
ICE-204 WATERMELON BAR
ICE-205 TITAN VIOLET
ICE-206 COBALT STAR
ICE-207 LEGEND LAKE
ICE-208 JADE ARROW
ICE-209 CHARACTER SKY
DSE-700 CLOUD
DSE-701 PORCINI
DSE-702 REFLECTION
DSE-703 GRANITE
DSE-704 SHADOW
DSE-705 MORNING MOSS
DSE-706 SUNGLOW
DSE-707 ORCHIDBERRY
DSE-708 INDIGO SKY
DSE-709 STELLAR
PE-436 CREME DE LA CREME
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FINISHED SIZE | 12.5” x 12.5”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

Block 1:
Fabric A  ICE-205
Fabric B  ICE-208
Fabric C  ICE-204
Fabric D  ICE-200
Fabric E  ICE-201
Fabric F  ICE-206
Fabric G  PE-436

Block 2:
Fabric A  DSE-704
Fabric B  DSE-708
Fabric C  DSE-707
Fabric D  DSE-706
Fabric E  DSE-705
Fabric F  DSE-709
Fabric G  PE-436

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

¼" seam allowances are included.

Two (2) 1 1/2” squares from Fabric A
Fourteen (14) 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” strips from Fabric B and C
Two (2) 2” x 2 1/2” strips from Fabric B and C
Two (2) 1 1/2” x 9 1/2” strips from Fabric D and E
Two (2) 1 1/2” x 8 1/2” strips from Fabric D and E
One (1) 4 3/4” square from Fabric F and G (HST’s)
Eight (8) 3” squares from Fabric G
Fifty Eight (58) 1 1/2” squares from Fabric G

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance.

• Arrange two 1 ½” squares from Fabric A and G into a four patch block. Press your seams in alternating directions so your seams will nest into place.

• To make our flying geese we are using the corner square triangle method. Draw a line with a fabric marking pen from corner to corner on the wrong side of the fabric on all your 1 ½” squares from Fabric G.

• Place out all your 1 ½” x 2 ½” strips from Fabric B and C and place one of your marked squares on each corner of your strip with the diagonal line facing towards the center of your strip.

• Bring all these pieces over to your machine and sew on the line you drew, chain piecing all your squares to your strips.

• Trim your seam allowances to ¼” and press your pieces open.
• Now we can repeat the same method on the other side of our strips. You should now have 14 B and fourteen C flying geese units.

• Sew two flying geese units consisting of six Fabric C units and sew a 2" x 2 ½" strip to the ends of your units like this.

• Next, take your 1 ½" x 8 ½" strips from Fabric E and D and sew on either side of your flying geese units like this. (Diagram 4)

• Sew two flying geese units consisting of 7 Fabric B units and sew a 2 x 2 ½" strip from Fabric B to each end.

• Take these two units and sew to either side of your four patch block.

• Now sew 2 ½" squares from Fabric G to your HST’s as follows.

• We will make our HST’s using the four at a time method. Take your 4 ¾” squares from Fabric F and G and place right sides together. Sew around your entire piece at ¼”.

• Cut your pieces on both diagonals to reveal four F/G Hst’s.

• Trim your HST’s to 3”.

• Next take your 1 ½” x 9 ½” strips from Fabric D and E and sew to each end of your remaining Fabric C flying geese as follows and sew these strip units to your center flying geese unit matching up seams.
• Sew these units to each side of your Fabric C flying geese units.

• Now sew your two outer units to the center strip of your block and it’s time to square up your block. Trim your block on all sides leaving a ¼” seam allowance.

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.
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